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• Escal’Atlantic, the adventures of the giant cruise liners
Ville-Port - Saint-Nazaire - Tel. 02 28 540 640
www.leportdetouslesvoyages.com - contact@saint-nazaire-tourisme.com
In the heart of the submarine base come and discover the world of the transatlantic cruise liners at Escal’Atlantic. The venue is inspired by the architecture of a cruise liner,
revealing all the secrets of these legendary giants of the seas, the daily lives of their passengers, the inner workings of the engine room… Take a stroll along the decks
and the corridors, dream of travel up on the bridge walkway, discover the many collectible items, objects and memorabilia, treasures from Le Normandie or Le France…
an unforgettable experience not to be missed! Open: all year round except in January – non-guided tours; average length of visit 1h30 – 2h. Booking not required.

Did you know…
• Saint-Nazaire
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to take the time to have a look at the buildings and villas dating back to the end of XIXth century to be
Drefféac
found facing out over the beach. One
of which is the former Hôtel de l’Océan, this grand building of granite and
wood was inaugurated back in 1882. It was one of the only hotels to be constructed on the bay itself and whose
Sainte-Anne-sur-Brivet
facilities included 150 bedrooms, a casino, a theatre, stables… Just a little further is the villa Ker Souveraine
Sainte-Reine-de-Bretagne
with its Neo-classic Italian
style which cannot fail to impress. It is incidentally the only villa in Pornichet to
Pontchâteau
have
been
listed
on
the
additional
inventory of the ‘Monuments Historiques’ since 2002.
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Route de Dissignac - Saint-Nazaire (L’Immaculée disctrict).
Besné as a ‘Monument Historique’ is one of the most remarkable Prehistoric sites in this
This burial mound, listed
region
of
France.
It
bears
witness to the genius with which Neolithic man, more than 6 000 years ago, built
Marais
Saint-Joachim
this burial mound which is some 28 metres in diametre and 3 metres high.
de Grande Brière
It is constructed from earth and stones and contains two megalithic tombs each consisting of a chamber to
Prinquiau
Saint-Malo-de-Guersac
which
access is gained via a long narrow corridor.
One of the chambers presents a roofing slab decorated
with engraved symbols.
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This structure not only never
fails to astound all who visit it Savenay
by the level of precision and care taken in its
Montoir de Bretagne
architecture
but also bears witness to the ‘settling’ of the early farmers inNantes
the area and an evolution in their
Saint-André-des-Eaux
Trignac way of life.
Donges
Open: in July and August – French guided tours – for further details contact Saint-Nazaire Tourisme &
Patrimoine on 02 28 54 06 40 / www.leportdetouslesvoyages.com.
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• The villas of Pornichet

Férel
	Tourist Office Pornichet (44380)
3 boulevard de laCamoël
République
Tel. 02 40 61 33 33
www.pornichet.fr - info@pornichet.fr

Pénestin

Your starting point is the market place at Pornichet. From here you’ll cycle along the
seafront and discover the charm of the beautiful bay of Pornichet and La Baule. Country
roads will take you on to Saint-Nazaire and its many beaches. This route also takes you
Canbase and the naval shipyards. Amazing visits around
in close proximity to the submarine
al de
Nan
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both sites are not to be missed.
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Pornichet / Saint-Nazaire

Ideally located at the mouth of the river Loire, Saint-Nazaire was originally a small village home to tugboat pilots. In the XIXth century it evolved into the outer harbour
for Nantes. 1862 saw the first departures from Saint-Nazaire of the transatlantic crossings for Central America. It was at this same time that the first shipbuilding yards
were set up on the site at Penhoët. The rapid growth and development of the town linked to marine trading and the naval construction earned it the nickname of ‘la
petite Californie bretonne’ (little Breton California).
During WWII the maritime ferry terminal was to disappear completely under the massive shroud of concrete of the submarine base, constructed by the German army.
Its presence subsequently almost provoked the destruction of the entire town under the allies’ bombs. Reconstructed with its back turned towards its port, the town kept
after the war, this massive ‘scar’ in the form of this gigantic blockhaus. Some 300 metres long it still forms today a veritable barrier between the port and the town itself.
Rectilinear, airy, bright : the reconstructed town and its people have resolutely opted for modernity. They invite you to take a leisure stroll around shops and take the
time to relax in one of the many restaurants and café located around ‘Le Paquebot’ (shopping mall & pedestrian area) in the town centre. Today a truly ‘Nazarien’ style
abounds here in the urban landscape, carried by clear lines and light coulours, inspired by its industrial activity and the maritime architecture.
‘La base’, as we say in Saint-Nazaire, has become a colossal gateway to the harbour area and a unique public space with its vast open areas and impressive
perspectives. If the walks along the sea front, the kisoques and leisure activities have included it totally in the town’s daily life, Escal’Atlantic, set in the very core of
the submarine base provides to the place a taste of dreams of adventures.
On an industrial front Saint-Nazaire stands out as the birthplace of the giants of the seas and the skies. Taken over by STX France in 2008 the shipyards of SaintNazaire have the distinction of being amongst the world leaders in the construction of cruise liners with vessels such as Queen Mary 2, completed in 2003 or the
largest cruise liner in the world currently under construction. As for the Aibus plant at Saint-Nazaire, it plays an important role in the A380 construction programme.
The latter being the largest civilian aircraft to have ever been constructed.
The activity of the port too has developed with the construction, from the 1970s onwards, of new port facilities along the estuary of the river Loire. Today the port of
Nantes-Saint-Nazaire, is the largest French port along the Atlantic coast and the fourth largest national port.
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• The lake at Le Bois Joalland
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Where to hire your bikeLoueurs de vélos
• Ride All - 52 boulevard des Océanides - Pornichet - Tel. 02 40 61 58 17
• Les Cycles de la Baie - 74 avenue du Général De Gaulle Pornichet - Tel. 02 40 42 39 09

• Comfort Hôtel de l’Europe - 2 place des Martyrs de la Résistance St-Nazaire - Tel. 02 40 22 49 87
• Vélycéo - 8 place Pierre Semard - St-Nazaire - Tel. 0 800 10 51 10

L’Immaculée district - Saint-Nazaire.
This lake has
a very unusual history. It was in fact a former seigniorial meadow part of the area known as
Saint-Brévin
Pornic
l’Immaculée.
By royal decree dated January 1857 this area was originally a parish dedicated to the dogma
of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. Its inhabitants even twice requested that it be declared an
independent ‘commune’. During WWI, 190 000 American soldiers arrived in Saint-Nazaire to bring military
support on the eastern front. Motivated by the lack of drinking water they constructed this artificial lake at Le
Bois Joalland. This lake and the surrounding area is one of the major open green spaces of the town, very
popular as a venue for those who like jogging around the lake, angling and for sailing and rowing.

• A mobile which ‘goes where the wind blows’
Boulevard Albert Ier - Saint-Nazaire.
Since 1992, the ‘Sculpture du Vent’ (‘Sculpture of wind’), a ‘wind driven’ sculpture by the British artist
Peter Logan, has adorned the headland of Villès-Martin. This mobile stands at some 15 m tall. For some
it evokes a javelin, for others a sextant…

• Pornichet
Boulevard de la République and Place du Marché: the very heart of Pornichet.
Right up until the middle of the XIXth century, Pornichet was but a small village surrounded by unstable sand dunes, its people earning a living from harvesting salt and
fishing. This village was nestled along the sea inlet which fed the thirty-five hectares of salt marshes beyond. It was indeed this geographical location which gave it its
name: Pornichet comes from ‘port niché’ (nestled port).
Having become unfit for use, the salt marshes were drained in 1899. In 1907 they gave way to the construction of the hippodrome.
Fortunately the arrival in 1879 of the railways opened up the little village to the ‘outside world’. Thanks to the influence of artists, musicians, people of means, business
men, writers…who came to spend their holidays by the sea, Pornichet became a tourist resort of great renown. The result was the construction of beautiful villas with
their bright colours, adorned with a thousand and one different architectural details and in a variety of eclectic styles, set amongst the dunes. A good many of them can
still be seen today majestically set along the shady avenues.
In 1930 the resort of Pornichet saw the opening of its first camping site. Until 1941 Pornichet was part of Brittany, a region of France rich in history and traditions. The
town and its people have kept from this era a ‘way of living’ which is very much appreciated by the visitors who come here.
Then in the 1960s thalassotherapy rose in popularity. The number of vessels moored here also increased dramatically so a deep water port was added to the existing
marina in 1978. Pornichet also became the largest pleasure boat marina of the Loire-Atlantique department.
In the years from 1990-2000,due to an important increase in the number of permanent residents as well as holiday makers, new facilities were built in addition to the
existing infrastructure of the town including: covered market hall, media library, cultural centre…

To go a little further…
• Circuit n°10 ‘From the city of salt to the sea shore’
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